
Public Transportation: The Importance Of Bus Transportation 
2.4 Important of bus transportation According to Desaulniers & Hickman (2007) said to 
reduce pollution, reduces traffic congestion and as well as increasing the mobility of the 
population is a social mission to agencies that related with public transit. Therefore, all 
organisations that other such as airlines, railroads, and trucking companies having the goal 
is usually not to make profits. Public transits have several advantages and needing all people 
using public transit especially of public stage bus. 

2.4.1 Reduce congestion  
The condition of the road will undergo congestion when many people using the road at peak 
hour to move from one destination to another destination. Hence, Madzlan and Noorfakhriah 
(2010) said peak hour is a…show more content…  

This is because public transit currently serves a relatively small portion of trips in most 
communities, but the trips it serves tend to be high value to users and society. The people can 
use public transit that provided by transit are the basic movement for helping people in the 
activity of crucial such as medical services, education, and employment. According to Abir & 
Hoque (2011) said that, in reducing poverty, improved access and mobility are considered as 
most important factors to public transportation. This is because important of public transit also 
is improve mobility to ease the participation of disabled people in economic and social 
processes. The disable people can use public transit to move from one place to another place. 
Besides that, Odufuwa (2006) state that to improving mobility also will involving public 
especially elderly that using service of transport for starting journey provides information about 
the services, being able to use them and having the means to pay for the service. Based on supply 
and demand, mobility in transportation related travel behavior people travels to access people and 
places. Important of transportation is show concept mobility of the elderly needs to be understood 
beyond the analysis of numbers of…show more content… 
As better service quality in public transportation attracts more commuters it will address not only 
urban pollution, but also it will solve the traffic problem in most of the cities (Randheer & Al-
Motawa 2011) .Therefore, public transport will give comfortable to the public especially in an 
urban area because pollution can be reduced. People are encouraged to use the public bus without 
using private transport to go any  
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